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Abstract: 21st century skills should ideally be able to provide a foundation to today’s learning. The purpose of this study intends to investigate the use of whiteboard fox in mathematics learning that accommodates 21st century skills. Qualitative research methods with case study types are used to uncover 21st century skills in mathematics learning using whiteboard fox. The research site is located in one of the North Jakarta State High Schools. Purposive sampling techniques were used to answer research questions in which out of 31 students 10 students were selected who were assumed to be able to provide saturated information as well as a primary data source. Data collection techniques use structured interviews with reference to 21st century skill indicators in the context of the use of whiteboard fox in mathematics learning. Data were analyzed using the 2022 version of MAXQDA through coding, sub-coding, in-vivo and MAXMaps visualization processes. The results showed various aspects that emerged in mathematics learning using whiteboard fox related to 21st century skills.
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INTRODUCTION

The 21st century is known as the age of knowledge where it becomes a topic of conversation (Mukhadis, 2013). This gives rise to various kinds of positive and negative responses (Zubaidah, 2016) because human resources are replaced by current technological developments. With increasingly sophisticated technology, everything becomes easy and practical where the use of technology demands the creation of very important competency changes in the world of education (Falloon, 2020). The 21st century skills are oriented to several skills, namely critical thinking and problem solving, communication and collaboration, as well as creativity and innovation (Trilling & Fadel, 2009).
The results showed that high school, diploma, and college graduates still have very minimal competence in terms of direct or written communication, and the ability to think critically in overcoming problems (Clokie & Fourie, 2016). In addition, other competencies are work ethics and having high professionalism, being able to collaborate in terms of working with a team, working with a team or group that is different from before, utilizing technology, and project management and leadership (Trilling & Fadel, 2009). To be able to provide a meaningful role in the 21st century, every citizen is required to have several abilities that can answer the development of this era (Almarzooq et al., 2020). In fact, education in Indonesia still has many learning problems and moral crises that occur in students today, with increasingly sophisticated technology, making all information in the media social accessible, let alone bad information that can erode student morale (Angga et al., 2022). Therefore, Indonesia really needs qualified, creative, innovative, and highly competitive educators, so that learning in Indonesia becomes more developed, keeping up with the changing times that are getting faster (Aspi & Syahrani, 2022).

Based on the results of an interview with a mathematics teacher in class XI, he said that during online learning, it made learning very less interactive, especially on the subject matter of linear programs. Especially because the teacher cannot supervise whether the student is paying attention to it or not. Therefore, teachers take the initiative to use a more innovative learning media, namely whiteboard fox in learning in the hope that it can help students easily understand linear program materials and be active in learning. With whiteboard fox, it is hoped that teachers can teach as if they were teaching in the classroom.

Whiteboard fox is a free digital whiteboard that can be customized to our liking (Vinson et al., 2019). The following is a page that appears for the first time when a visitor accesses whiteboardfox.com website.

![Figure 1. Main view of whiteboard fox](image)

A second page view that contains options that other participants can use, whether other participants can draw and delete anything, draw and delete their own drawings, or can only view the images we create.
Display when you want to write something on whiteboard fox. There are several menus in whiteboard fox such as pencils and different colors, eraser, menus to shift the view, settings that contain several menus in it, undo and redo (Graham, 2020).

Research on the use of interactive mathematics learning media to improve learning outcomes concludes that interactive learning media can be used to motivate and influence learning outcomes. The use of this technology can provide a stimulus to all senses so that they can maximally capture learning messages (Sumilat, 2018). Other research related to android-based mathematics learning media on linear program material concludes that the learning media used in linear program material has been verified by experts and validated by a validator is an android-based mathematics learning media that is easily accessible and adaptable both for learning conducted in the classroom or outside the classroom. Based on trials with an average percentage of students 88.1% that android learning media can involve students in the learning process because learning becomes fun (Apsari & Rizki, 2018).

Research on the use of geogebra learning media on student learning outcomes regarding linear programming for class X explained that class action research carried out in class X-Culinary Planning 1 at SMK Negeri 1 Soreang experienced an increase in learning outcomes in terms of completeness in the KKM of 9 students with a percentage (25%) to 26 students (72.22%), the increase was quite large, namely 47.22% due to the help of Geogebra learning media (Sunaryo, 2019). In line with this information, the novelty of this research is to examine the use of whiteboard fox learning media.
Therefore, the purpose of this research is to investigate the use of whiteboard fox in mathematics learning that accommodates 21st century skills.

**METHOD**

Qualitative research methods with the type of case studies and units analyzed by multiple cases were used to find answers to research questions about how to use whiteboard fox in mathematics learning to accommodate 21st century skills. The research was conducted at a public high school in North Jakarta from August to September 2022. The participant population was taken from 31 students of class XI IPS and 10 students were selected as a sample using a purposive sampling technique in the hope of being able to provide saturated answers.

The case study procedure applied uses seven steps, namely identifying a special case in a group of students, selecting several cases to understand the problem, collecting qualitative data in the form of observations, interviews and documentation, analyzing data using MAXQDA, describing cases, and themes that have been revealed, compiling a chronology of cases and themes, and making conclusions (Creswell, 2013). The research instruments used in this study were the researchers themselves, and the interview list was structured in which the interview items referred to 21st century skills. The list of interviews and questions that will be used is validated by a mathematics education lecturer from one of the tertiary institutions in Jakarta.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Interview Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Does learning mathematics the linear program material using whiteboard fox make it easier for you to understand the material?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Can the learning of mathematics linear program material using whiteboard fox make it easier for you to analyze a mathematical problem given by the teacher?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Does learning mathematics linear program materials using Whiteboard Fox allow you to opinion/answer teachers' questions confidently or unabashedly?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Can you explain to friends the answers you've answered on Whiteboard Fox about the linear program material?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>How is the interaction between students during the mathematics learning of linear program materials using Whiteboard Fox? For example: by jointly answering each other's questions on the fox whiteboard during learning, or can you correct the wrong friend's answer by deleting the friend's writing?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Does the teacher always invite students to play an active role in learning mathematics linear program materials using whiteboard fox?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Is it during mathematics learning that linear program material using whiteboard fox you are more actively asking?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Can the interaction in mathematics learning linear program materials make learning more exciting and challenging?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Do you think it's good if you learn mathematics using whiteboard fox? If so, what are the advantages of whiteboard fox that you feel during mathematics learning linear program materials?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Interviews were conducted three times to obtain saturated data, in which the participants' answers regarding the use of whiteboard fox in learning mathematics indicated words and sentences that accommodated 21st century skills and their experiences in using whiteboard fox. In the first interview, the expected answer was not found, then continued with the second interview. The third interview confirmed the results of the interview to ensure the answers of each participant. Participants were interviewed using a structured interview list as shown in Table 1 and recorded using a smartphone.

Technical data analysis using MAXQDA Analytic Pro 2022 as shown in Figure 4 with several steps, namely creating transcripts of interview recordings in Word document format, uploading documents into the document system in dark blue, creating codes into the code system in light blue, analyzing participants' answers and categorizing into relevant codes in yellow, creating new sub-codes based on participants' answers (in-vivo) in purple, create sub-code segment model code charts from the analysis results using MAXMaps in green, and create reports using smart publishers in black (Rädiker & Kuckartz, 2020). The main code in the coding system is based on participants' answers to four aspects of 21st century skills, namely critical thinking and problem solving, communication, collaboration, and creativity and innovation. The 21st century skills are the key to lifelong learning and creative work where critical thinking and problem-solving skills, as well as communication and collaboration, are key learning skills and knowledge that address the skills demands of the 21st century workforce. Meanwhile, creativity and innovation, focuses on discovery and exploration where the 21st century global economy requires higher levels of imagination, creativity and innovation to continuously create new and better services and products for the global market (Trilling & Fadel, 2009).

![MAXQDA Analytic Pro 2022 Display](image)

**Figure 4.** MAXQDA analytic pro 2022 display

- **RESULT AND DISCUSSION**

  The demographics of the 31 participants consisted of 12 men, and 19 women as shown in Figure 5 with an age range that varied between 16 and 18 years of age which is fully shown in Figure 6. Knowledge of the age of the participants in this study...
provides an overview of the significance of the final result and conclusions when associated with gender.

![Gender spread](image)

**Figure 5.** Gender spread

The age distribution of participants in this study as in Figure 8 was dominated by 16 years old as many as 15 people, followed by 17 years old as many as 12 people, and the remaining 18 years old as many as 4 people. This information is included as a consideration of the results of the analysis of participants' answers in terms of readiness and maturity.

![Age spread](image)

**Figure 6.** Age spread

The results in the first step of the case study showed that social studies class XI was chosen as a research participant because the observations showed that the ability to ask questions, collaborate, be creative, and the ability of some participants to solve linear programming problems was still lacking. This is a special case which is the focus of research on social studies class XI. Meanwhile, class XI social studies was chosen as a research participant because the observation results showed that mathematical ability in linear program materials was still not optimal and the lack of participants' ability to solve linear program problems (Soebagyo et al., 2021). In the second step, the results of identifying cases from 31 participants, 10 participants were selected based on the distribution of test scores on Linear Programming material with the lowest score of 60 and the highest 100, and the results of observations showed their ability to express opinions in depth and be able to provide information related to 21st century skills using whiteboard fox in learning mathematics.
In the third step of the case study, data collection was carried out through interviews and documentation, but beforehand, mathematics learning is carried out using a whiteboard fox where the subject matter has been prepared as shown in Figure 7. Participants can access the material via whiteboard fox using the shared link as shown in Figure 8. Participants can access the material from the link provided using a laptop or smartphone that looks like in Figure 9.

![Figure 7. Materi's display on whiteboard fox](image)

The display in Figure 7 gives participants the opportunity to read, understand, and correct answers directly, if there is a misdescription or incorrect. The activity can also be done through the fox whiteboard by asking for permission in advance.

![Figure 8. Whiteboard fox access link](image)

The access link whiteboard fox in Figure 8 is the key to seeing the material that has been prepared in it. Participants get an access link from the WA group that has been shared by the teacher. The majority of participants accessed it via smartphone because of its ease, effectiveness and efficiency in carrying or using it.
In this third step, 10 participants namely AR, FAM, UN, N, SS, AF, TDL, LKD, DM, and BRR were interviewed regarding the use of whiteboard fox in mathematics learning which accommodates 21st century skills, and the results are continued with the fourth step using MAXQDA Analytic Pro 2022 assisted text analysis as shown in Figure 10. We do not present all of the interview results from the 10 participants as well as the results of the analysis in this section.

The text analysis step using MAXQDA first enters the transcript files from 10 participants into the document system then creates a code for each indicator of 21st century skills. The third step is to analyze the participants' answers by grouping according to the code that has been made, and creating a new code or sub-code if there is a unique answer that has not been accommodated in the main code. The analysis step of the participant's answers was repeated until all the answers were analyzed. Examples of text analysis such as AR's answer in Figure 10 which states that understanding the
material he feels using whiteboard fox sometimes makes him understand, sometimes it is not included in the neutral code in the main code of creativity and innovation. The following is a description of the cases and themes that were revealed, the compilation of cases and themes using MAXMaps from the results of text analysis using MAXQDA.

**Critical Thinking and Problem Solving**

An analysis of interviews from 10 participants related to critical thinking and problem-solving aspects showed that 80% of participants expressed their approval of the activeness of critical thinking and problem-solving in mathematics learning using whiteboard fox as shown in Figure 10. This is shown by the problem solving indicator of the test scores of 10 participants where 3 people got a score of 100, 1 person got a score of 95, 2 people got a score of 80, 2 people got a score of 70, and 2 people got a score of 60. Meanwhile, the critical thinking indicator seen from the ability to ask students and check answers between participants with other participants. These results are in line with the results of research on the use of the internet in mathematics learning which provides better critical thinking than conventional learning (Muali et al., 2018). Research on mobile-based learning shows similar results in which learning attention increases, and critical thinking is better (Ismail et al., 2018).

However, the research results showed a unique answer from one of the participants. The results of the interview of 1 participant showed their inactivity due to embarrassment as seen in the following interview snippet.

*Researcher*: Is it during mathematics learning that linear program material using whiteboard fox you are more actively asking?

*AR*: less actively asking, out of shame.

Unfortunately, the question does not proceed with finding out why he is embarrassed. However, the observations show that AR belongs to the category with low replay scores. Between the results of the interview and the test score may be directly proportional where the shyness of giving a low test score (Ameliah et al., 2016). These findings are contrary to those that state that students are able to provide information and have confidence in problem solving (Leonisa & Soebagyo, 2022).

![Figure 11. Level of activity of critical thinking and problem solving aspects](image-url)
On the other hand, one of the participants showed independence in learning mathematics in critical thinking and problem-solving aspects when learning mathematics using whiteboard fox. Here's a snippet of the interview.

Researcher: *Is it during mathematics learning that linear program material using whiteboard fox you are more actively asking?*

AF: *If you use whiteboard fox I'd rather find out for yourself first from mom's notes, and if I've been really tired, I'm just asking for it.*

The AF statement indicates that when he will answer the problem, he will only ask, but is preceded by working independently through the notes. If he is unable to answer, then he will ask. These results are similar to research on flipped classroom learning that can improve student performance in learning (Wei et al., 2020). The AF situation demonstrates a fairly good critical thinking and problem-solving ability in mathematics learning using whiteboard fox because it does not depend entirely on the teacher (Sulistyani et al., 2020). This is also shown by a replay score of 88 which is in the excellent category.

![Figure 12. MAXMaps critical thinking and problem solving](image)

From the case of 10 participants related to critical thinking and problem-solving aspects, it can be seen that the size of the connecting rod with the active code is quite large as shown in Figure 11. These results show that the use of whiteboard fox in mathematics learning provides a significant level of activeness to 21st century skills, namely critical thinking and problem solving. Mathematics teachers are advised to use an advocacy learning as an alternative in teaching mathematics to improve students’ critical thinking skills. Any mathematics learning requires comprehensive material exploration activities by relating several concepts to support critical thinking and problem-solving skills (Ibrahim et al., 2021).

**Communication**

The results of the analysis with MAXQDA showed that the majority of participants agreed that the use of whiteboard fox in mathematics learning provided an
opportunity to check each other's answers. However, in the activity of checking each other's answers, there were 1 participant interview results that showed ethical aspects when learning to use whiteboard fox as seen in the following interview snippet.

Researcher : How is the interaction between students during the mathematics learning of linear program materials using whiteboard fox? For example: by jointly answering each other's questions on the fox whiteboard during learning, or can you correct the wrong friend's answer by deleting the friend's writing?

AF : yes, the important thing is to say first, mom, if you want to correct the wrong answer.

AF feels uncomfortable if there is a friend who wants to correct the wrong answer from someone else but without confirmation. During the learning using the whiteboard fox, AF felt that the teacher had invited all students to play an active role during the learning. According to AF, whiteboard fox is an application that has many advantages, especially it can save learning time because in whiteboard fox there is already material today, so it does not take much time to write (Peters-burton & Stehle, 2019).

Another participant, admitted that he could analyze the questions given by the researchers because they saw them on their respective cellphones, making it easier to enlarge or reduce the writing.

Researcher : How is the interaction between students during the mathematics learning of linear program materials using whiteboard fox? For example: by jointly answering each other's questions on the fox whiteboard during learning, or can you correct the wrong friend's answer by deleting the friend's writing?

BRR : there is interaction, especially since this fox whiteboard uses a projector so that we can more easily show it, easily scroll down, so it's not necessary to delete it richly on a regular whiteboard.

Figure 13. MAXMaps communication
During learning using whiteboard fox there is interaction between students and students, and students with teachers. Then because the teacher displays his whiteboard fox using a projector makes it easier to point the material, and the most important thing is that there is no need to remove it like a regular whiteboard. By utilizing whiteboard fox during learning, BRR becomes more active in asking questions, and can explain to his friends the answers he has answered. The results of this study are in line with the results of research which states that the use of audio-visual media increases activeness in learning (Naibaho, 2019).

An analysis of interviews from 10 participants related to communication aspects showed that 100% of participants expressed their approval of interactive and active communication in mathematics learning using whiteboard fox. The aspects that arise related to communication in mathematics learning using whiteboard fox are checking each other's answers, interaction, and being active as shown in Figure 12. These results show that the use of whiteboard fox in mathematics learning provides an opportunity to check each other's answers to 21st century skills, namely communication. The use of language structure in good mathematics teaching and learning activities allows the communication process to run smoothly so that participants can understand the material well (Alfirahmadita & Maarif, 2020).

Collaboration

Analysis results of interviews from 10 participants related to the collaboration aspect showed that 100% of participants expressed their approval of the excitement aspect in mathematics learning using whiteboard fox. Other aspects that emerged from the results of the collaboration-related interview in Figure 13, 90% of participants stated that whiteboard fox has attractive colors, 40% stated that it is not boring and comfortable, 30% stated that it builds a positive mindset, 20% stated that it is easy to manage and efficient, and 10% stated that it can build communication.

The collaboration aspect in Figure 13 of 21st century skills in mathematics learning using whiteboard fox provides a wealth of information describing variations in participants' answers. These results show that the use of whiteboard fox in mathematics learning provides many advantages and benefits for collaborating in a fun way. This result is similar to the use of other learning media in mathematics learning which states the same thing (Sulistiyawati et al., 2021), and increase interest in learning.

![Figure 14. Sub-code presentation collaboration](image-url)
In fact, one of the participants' answers stated that it can give passion in learning mathematics using whiteboard fox to the 21st century skill aspect, namely collaboration. Here's a snippet of the interview.

*Researcher*: Can interaction in mathematics learning linear program material make learning more exciting and challenging?

*AF*: yes, because there must be a discussion, mom, there is a thought, so you can do it more passionately. Sometimes we can't be lazy, mom, if you can do it so excited.

Based on the answers given, AF and BRR showed that they felt that using a whiteboard fox made learning more exciting because he could brainstorm with his friends.

*Researcher*: Do you think it's good to learn mathematics using whiteboard fox? If so, what are the advantages of whiteboard fox that you feel during mathematics learning linear program materials?

*AF*: it's just delicious, mom, if there are many colors on the fox whiteboard, the advantages are very much saving learning time, so we don't change it just a little bit, mom, so you can continue to the next material because you have already been moved, you can find out for yourself first the material that will be explained later.

*Researcher*: Do you think it's good to learn mathematics using whiteboard fox? If so, what are the advantages of whiteboard fox that you feel during mathematics learning linear program materials?

*BRR*: it's delicious, it builds a more exciting atmosphere, because it works directly on the cellphone, and the colors are attractive to make you not bored, the advantages make the first easier, the second helps change people's mindset that mathematics is boring.

BRR participants stated that learning mathematics using whiteboard fox makes classroom learning more exciting because it has various color features, making it easier to use, so that it can change the mindset of students who think that mathematics is boring.

*Researcher*: Can the interaction in mathematics learning of linear program materials make learning more exciting and challenging?

*BRR*: it's more exciting, because we don't want to just look at the blackboard, we can delete.

With a wide variety of features, BRR states that it makes learning easier because it can be enlarged and reduced as needed. The convenience obtained from the use of learning media has an impact on performance in learning (Sumantri & Pratiwi, 2015). Here's a snippet of the interview.

*Researcher*: Yes, using whiteboard fox, then Can during mathematics learning linear program material using whiteboard fox can make it easier for you to analyze a mathematical problem given by the teacher?
BRR: easier, because we see it on our respective cellphones so it's easier to zoom in or out of the writing.

DM participants stated that the use of whiteboard fox during learning makes learning more exciting because they can interact with each other by finding the information needed by themselves. Here's a snippet of the interview.

Researcher: Can the interaction in mathematics learning linear program material make learning more exciting and challenging?
DM: it's more exciting, mom, it's like there are rules so you don't scribble on the whiteboard fox, so the class atmosphere becomes more active, right if you write it down, then we will continue to look at it, if that's the book isa see for yourself, scroll yourself.

According to DM, the use of whiteboard fox during learning makes learning more exciting because it can interact with each other, and can streamline time because in the fox whiteboard there is already material that will be discussed today, without having to wait for researchers to write down questions such as the usual use of fox whiteboards. The results of this study are similar to learning research using e-modules which states that e-module learning can facilitate students in the learning process and make it easier for teachers to teach (Hamid et al., 2020).

Researcher: Do you think it's good to learn mathematics using whiteboard fox? If so, what are the advantages of whiteboard fox that you feel during mathematics learning linear program materials?
DM: there's a good thing about it, mom, the advantage is that it's not a waste of time, if it's on the blackboard, we mostly wait for the writing to be finished, if it's on the whiteboard fox, we just have to look and mom explains. Then also the features are complete, the colors can be changed.

Figure 15. MAXMaps collaboration
From the case of 10 participants related to the collaboration aspect, it can be seen that 4 thick lines are connected with fun codes, attractive colors, complete features, and delicious, as shown in Figure 14. These results show that the use of whiteboard fox in mathematics learning provides a significant collaboration aspect to 21st century skills.

**Creativity and Innovation**

The analysis of interviews from 10 participants related to the creativity and innovation aspect showed a variation in the percentage of sub-codes that appeared as seen in Figure 15. There are 4 sub-codes of code creativity and innovation where 3 out of 4 sub-codes have the same percentage of 24.4%. However, in other sub-codes, it shows a figure of 26.8%, meaning that the use of whiteboard fox in mathematics learning can provide high confidence to participants.

![Figure 16. Presentation sub-codes of creativity and innovation](image)

One participant stated that the use of whiteboard fox gave her confidence even though she was actually shy. Here's a snippet of the interview.

*Researcher*: Does learning mathematics linear program material using Whiteboard Fox allow you to confidently or unabashedly argue/answer teachers' questions?

*AF*: I'm shy, I'm not sure and afraid of being wrong, but if you use whiteboard fox, it can help me as a shy person, mom.

However, AF is a shy child so using a whiteboard fox during math learning really helps AF to be more confident because he doesn't have to come forward to answer his friends' questions.
Researcher : Does learning mathematics linear program material using whiteboard fox make it easier for you to understand the material?
AF : yes, mom, it helps me to just feel uncomfortable if someone is dragging, just like the buttons are afraid of pressing it wrong, but if you use it, it's good because you can immediately record the material.

AF feels that whiteboard fox is a learning medium that is good to use because the material in it can be directly recorded, but the problem is that AF feels uncomfortable if a friend scribbles on the whiteboard fox, and he is also afraid that he will be wrong in clicking on one of the features on the whiteboard fox.

Researcher : then Can during mathematics learning linear program material using whiteboard fox make it easier for you to analyze a mathematical problem given by the teacher?
AF : yes, before you teach, I can think first of all this is how the formula goes.

AF can analyze the questions given by the researcher, because before being taught, he first finds out how to formulate and how to solve the problem. From the results of the AF interview, it shows that the use of whiteboard fox during learning makes AF more confident and whiteboard fox is a fun medium because of its many features. Whiteboard fox makes BRR more confident because it can answer the teacher's questions without having to come in front of his friends.

Whiteboard fox makes DM more active in asking because of the confusion he experiences. According to DM, whiteboard fox makes DMs interact with other friends, for example When a DM answers a researcher's question, then the answer is not quite right. His friend can fix the DM answer. The DM can explain to his friends the answers he has answered.

Researcher : How is the interaction between students during the mathematics learning of linear program materials using Whiteboard Fox? For example: by jointly answering each other's questions on the fox whiteboard during learning, or can you correct the wrong friend's answer by deleting the friend's writing?
DM : yes, it can help to correct a friend's wrong answer, so if you are in front of me if you are afraid of being afraid of being bullied, and if you use a whiteboard fox, they are embarrassed not to be very sorry, they help remove the wrong answer.

The use of whiteboard fox in mathematics learning does not always provide convenience to participants. One DM participant was of the view that he still needed an explanation even though the material had been provided through a whiteboard fox. Here's a snippet of an interview with the DM.

Researcher : Yes, using whiteboard fox, then Can during mathematics learning linear program material using whiteboard fox can make it easier for you to analyze a mathematical problem given by the teacher?
DM: that's not the case, mom, it's easier to one-on-one, right if it's whiteboard fox, mom has already written the material first on the fox whiteboard, so it's like we were confused at the beginning before it was explained.

Unfortunately, DM is not observed in depth because there is an aspect of dependence even though the material has been provided in the fox whiteboard. This finding is contrary to the results of research on the use of crossword puzzle media which is able to increase student learning independence (Setiadi, 2021). We cannot generalize the DM case, but the fact is that there are participants who are still dependent on learning mathematics. On the other hand, TDM stated that fox whiteboard provides convenience in correcting the answers of his friends, and interest when using fox whiteboard.

Researcher: Do you think it's good to learn mathematics using whiteboard fox? (Collaboration). If so, what are the advantages of whiteboard fox that you feel during mathematics learning linear program materials?
TDM: it's delicious, the advantage is hmm we can correct our friend's wrong answer, there is a ruler feature, the color is the most influential, especially when learning linear program material.

According to TDM, whiteboard fox is very useful because it has many advantages such as complete features, and varied colors because color variations are very influential, especially on linear program materials.

Researcher: Do you think it's good to learn mathematics using whiteboard fox? If so, what are the advantages of whiteboard fox that you feel during mathematics learning linear program materials?
TDM: it's delicious, mom, so there is a ruler feature, so we don't have to worry about the ruler, it's easier to choose the color according to your needs. 1) easy to set up, 2) there are quite a lot of features”

With the ruler feature, it makes it very easy for students, especially in this linear program material, the whiteboard fox is a digital whiteboard that is easy to set up and has many features.

Researcher: Can the interaction in mathematics learning of linear program materials make learning more exciting and challenging? (Collaboration)
TDM: it's more exciting, mom, because she has more tools, than the colors, so it's easier for us to distinguish what line this line is, and then the line.

From the case of 10 participants related to aspects of creativity and innovation, Figure 16 shows the ease, confidence, ability, and ability to analyze mathematical problems. These results show that the use of whiteboard fox in mathematics learning provides knowledge that the use of technologies such as whiteboard fox in mathematics learning has a positive advantage, although there are other sides that have not been fully accommodated, especially towards 21st century skills.
**CONCLUSION**

The use of whiteboard fox in mathematics learning to accommodate 21st century skills has been investigated. Many words emerged from the participants' interviews both positive and negative from the 9 questions representing 21st century skills. The results of research from the aspects of critical thinking and problem solving show that the ease of checking each other's answers is the dominant advantage of the use of whiteboard fox in mathematics learning. The use of whiteboard fox in mathematics learning related to the collaboration aspect shows the excitement factor, interesting and complete features so as to provide more value in learning. In the aspect of creativity and innovation, it provides knowledge that the use of whiteboard fox in mathematics learning provides convenience, confidence and the ability to be creative and innovative.

This study had limitations on the number of participants and the characteristics of the schools that were the location of the study. Research with different participant characteristics may produce different studies. Research on investigating learning independence in mathematics learning has the opportunity to become the next research topic because there are participants who are independent and not independent in learning. Future research on 21st century skills in mathematics learning using other learning media is possible.
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